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Abstract

Autonomous driving development requires rigorous testing in real-world scenarios, including adverse weather, unpredictable events, object variations, and sensor limitations. However, these challenging “corner cases” are elusive in conventional datasets due to their unpredictability, high costs, and inherent risks. Recognizing the critical role of ground truth data in autonomous driving, the demand for synthetic data becomes evident. Contemporary machine learning-based algorithms essential to autonomous vehicles heavily depend on labeled data for training and validation. Simulation of scenarios not only mitigates the scarcity of real-world data but also facilitates controlled experimentation in situations that are challenging to replicate physically. The challenge extends beyond data scarcity, encompassing the impediment posed by the inability to systematically control and manipulate specific scenarios, hindering progress.

To overcome these challenges, we present CornerSim, a dynamic virtualization framework simplifying the creation and modification of diverse driving scenarios. Leveraging simulation, CornerSim generates synthetic environments for comprehensive testing, providing essential outputs like raw sensor data (cameras, LiDAR, etc.) and labeled data (object detection bounding boxes, classes, semantic segmentation). The unpredictable nature of real-world corner cases complicates obtaining a sufficiently large and diverse annotated dataset. CornerSim addresses this challenge by not only generating synthetic data but also supplying necessary ground truth for training and evaluating machine learning models.

This paper emphasizes the introduction of CornerSim and its ability to challenges related to testing autonomous vehicles in realistic scenarios. It focuses on the framework’s capabilities, design principles, and integration, with the goal of enhancing thorough testing and validation of autonomous driving systems in a simulated environment, improving their robustness and safety. Our approach involves running simulations to generate datasets, which are statistically studied and compared with real data. Furthermore, we apply state-of-the-art detection algorithms to assess if data generated by CornerSim is suitable for both training and validation stages.
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1. Introduction

Recent advancements in autonomous driving technology demand thorough testing of vehicles in diverse scenarios. While traditional datasets cover normal driving situations, our focus is on “corner-case” scenarios – uncommon and challenging situations that rarely occur but pose significant challenges or anomalies to the perception system of an autonomous vehicle [1]. These scenarios involve various factors, including environmental factors such as weather or light conditions [28], object variability with unusual characteristics like pedestrians in disguises or partially obstructed objects [27, 26], unpredictable situations requiring effective perception system responses [22], scenarios exploiting sensor limitations such as poor visibility or noise [25], and failure modes related to sensor failures, system malfunctions, or degraded performance [6].

Obtaining data on corner-case scenarios in autonomous driving is technically challenging due to their rarity and unpredictability. Collecting sufficient instances is resource-intensive, while ensuring safety during data collection poses ethical concerns. Annotating and validating such data accurately is complex due to the diverse nature of corner cases, making comprehensive coverage difficult. The limited availability of datasets capturing crucial corner cases is influenced by factors like high costs and potential risks, such as pedestrians in dense traffic or a child running into the street (see Fig. 1b). To address these challenges, we introduce CornerSim, a virtualization framework prototype for creating synthetic environments in autonomous driving. CornerSim, built on the CARLA (CAR Learning to Act) [8] platform, provides a flexible tool for generating diverse driving situations, empowering researchers to explore and create challenging scenarios. This framework sets the stage for future developments, facilitating the generation of realistic corner cases crucial for testing and evaluating autonomous driving algorithms.

The rest of this document is organized as follows: In Section 2, we explore existing literature on synthetic data generation for AV perception systems. Section 3 details the design of CornerSim Virtualization Framework, while Section 4 covers the labeled dataset generation using CornerSim. Finally, in Section 5, we experimentally assess the outputs of the framework in comparison to existing driving datasets.

2. Related Work on synthetic data generation for AV perception systems

In recent years, the development of autonomous driving systems has underscored the need to identify and address corner cases. These scenarios can be defined as specific situations or conditions characterized by infrequent, complex, or challenging circumstances that pose significant challenges or anomalies to the perception system of an autonomous vehicle [1]. Exploring literature reveals two key aspects: the vital role of synthetic data in enhancing perception systems ([2], [12]) and the need for targeted synthetic data generation for corner cases. AV driving datasets, like NuScenes [5] (complex JSON) and Foxglove MCAP [10] (compact binary), pose challenges requiring format conversion for system performance and training/testing. Virtualization, as seen in creating simulated environments [17], becomes crucial for extensive testing and training without physical sensors, offering flexibility for diverse scenarios similar to the Waymo Open Dataset [9].

2.1. Corner Cases in Autonomous Driving Perception: A Necessity for Robust Systems

Corner cases, as defined in literature, involve a “non-predictable relevant object/class in a relevant location,” with a particular emphasis on identifying abnormal traffic behavior through a dedicated detection framework [2]. The importance of understanding visual perception in unexpected situations is mentioned by Breitenstein et al. [3], categorizing corner cases based on their deviation from normal traffic behavior and develop a systematization of complexity.

Current options for addressing corner cases include human-in-the-loop testing. Kowol et al. [12] introduce a human-in-the-loop test rig using real-time semantic segmentation in CARLA. Their approach highlights poor recognition in critical scenes and demonstrates the effectiveness of enriching training data with corner cases. Li et al. [14] address the scarcity of datasets for evaluating object detectors on corner cases, introducing the CODA dataset with real-world driving scenes, emphasizing challenges in robust perception. The Lost and Found dataset [20] focuses on road anomaly detection, while Sun et al. [23] propose a decision-making corner case generation method using Markov Decision Process and Deep Reinforcement Learning.
2.2. Synthetic Data and Corner Case Generation: A Solution to Existing Challenges

To address the challenges in existing perception algorithms and improve robustness, it is essential to generate synthetic data focusing specifically on corner cases. The necessity for specific synthetic data generation techniques targeting corner cases arises from the inherent challenges posed by these non-predictable scenarios in real-world driving. Traditional datasets often lack comprehensive coverage of corner cases due to their rarity, unpredictability, and the associated ethical concerns and risks [13]. To advance the robustness and safety of autonomous driving perception systems, it becomes imperative to intentionally expose these systems to diverse and challenging situations that may deviate significantly from normal traffic behavior. Synthetic data generation techniques offer a controlled and cost-effective means to create a wide range of scenarios [4], allowing algorithms to learn and adapt to these scenarios. By systematically crafting synthetic corner cases, researchers can enhance the diversity of training datasets, ensuring that perception systems are well-equipped to handle the complexities presented by real-world driving environments [11, 18]. This intentional exposure through synthetic data empowers algorithms to recognize and respond effectively to the myriad challenges associated with corner cases, ultimately contributing to the overall reliability and performance of perception systems of autonomous driving [24].

In our work, we introduce CornerSim, a prototype virtualization framework for generating synthetic data focusing on corner cases. Operating at scene, object, and pixel levels, CornerSim allows alterations such as map changes, vehicle relocation, and pixel-level adjustments. To ensure accuracy, it leverages semantic segmentation and object labels from ground-truth data obtained in simulations.

3. CornerSim Virtualization Framework Description

Our virtualization framework, CornerSim, is designed to address the challenges of AV driving datasets, including the need for virtualization and format conversion to achieve a certain level of flexibility and scalability [17]. It is built on top of the CARLA (CAR Learning to Act) simulator [8], which provides a realistic 3D environment for testing autonomous driving algorithms. The framework utilizes the Python API of CARLA to communicate with the simulation server and import and modify driving scenarios. The architecture of the Virtualization Framework consists of two main layers: the scenario management layer and the simulation engine layer. These layers are connected through the Python API, with each component of the scenario management layer acting as a client for the CARLA simulation server. Fig. 1a illustrates the overall architecture of the framework.

**Scenario Management Layer:** Manages scenarios, imports/exports various formats, and provides tools for editing and generation. We use YAML as the main serialization format for scripting execution scenarios, ensuring compatibility. The Scenario Importer component facilitates importing predefined or externally generated scenarios, leveraging YAML’s readability and flexibility.

To enhance understanding of corner cases, we adopt the systematization by Breitenstein et al. [3]. This categorizes corner cases into levels: Scenario, Scene, Object, Domain, and Pixel. Each level has specific categories and examples. The systematization of corner cases is presented in Table 1, including required components for each level. For in-
stance, in a scenario-level corner case, in addition to the scenario location and environment description, the properties of actors and event timelines are crucial. In a Single Point Anomaly (Object Level), we need to describe attributes of introduced objects. Some examples of corner cases generated with CornerSim are shown in Fig. 2 including a concrete example of object level corner case (package on the street).

Table 1: Required Components for Describing Corner Cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corner Case Level</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Components of the Corner-case Description file</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario Level</td>
<td>- Anomalous Scenario: (e.g. a kid on the street, car accident, ...)</td>
<td>Location, Actors, Events timeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Novel Scenario: (e.g. car coming from side, accessing highway, ...)</td>
<td>properties of each actor: (transform, speed, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Risky Scenario (e.g. short time to collision, overtaking, ...)</td>
<td>for each event: changes in actors’ properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scene Level</td>
<td>- Collective Anomaly: (e.g. traffic jam, Demonstration, ...)</td>
<td>Location, Set of actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Contextual Anomaly: (e.g. barrier or random objects on street)</td>
<td>number and properties of each type of actor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Level</td>
<td>- Single Point Anomaly: (e.g. Animals, stroller, trash, package ...)</td>
<td>Location, description of (new) object properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain Level</td>
<td>- Domain shift: (e.g. changes in weather, sign appearance, ...)</td>
<td>Description of the new background properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel Level</td>
<td>- Local outlier: (Dead Pixels, Dirt on the windshield, ...)</td>
<td>Sensor attributes, Lighting parameters,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Global outlier (Lighting conditions, Overexposure, ...)</td>
<td>description of noise/dirt artefacts distribution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation engine layer is responsible for simulating the virtual environment and executing the scenarios. It leverages the capabilities provided by the CARLA simulator. The CARLA Python API serves as the communication interface, allowing the scenario management layer to send commands to the simulation engine layer and receive data from it. This client-server architecture enables the Virtualization Framework to leverage the capabilities of the CARLA simulator and extend them with additional functionalities.

The user interface (UI) of the Virtualization Framework provides a flexible and customizable environment for generating and editing scenarios. It allows users to interact with real-time sensor outputs (RGB, semantic/instance segmentation, bounding boxes, etc.), adjust scenario settings, and control scenario execution (see Fig. 1b).

4. Labeled Dataset automatic generation using CornerSim

To automate labeled dataset generation, our approach utilizes real-time data from the CARLA Python API, incorporating steps like matching object positions, camera projection, and semantic segmentation data integration. Simulations run in synchronous mode for synchronization and data retrieval, ensuring simultaneous availability of sensor data for consistent processing. Invisible objects, defined by position information and semantic segmentation, are filtered out based on sensor attributes. The labeling process employs OpenCV\(^1\) to compute bounding box coordinates and assign labels corresponding to object classes similar to the semantics of the Cityscapes Dataset [7].

These labeled datasets, including JSON representations, RGB and semantic segmentation images, serve as ground truth for training perception systems and enable offline analysis for system development. To assess CornerSim’s out-

\(^1\) [https://opencv.org/](https://opencv.org/)
In Figure 3, we showcase the spatial distribution of specific objects within our synthetic dataset compared to CityScapes, leveraging heatmaps in which each pixel’s darkness directly correlates with the frequency of the corresponding label, offering a quantitative representation of object distribution. These heatmaps exemplify the diverse and nuanced geometrical distribution of various object classes, offering a visual representation of the rich complexity within CornerSet. When comparing these heatmaps with those derived from the CityScapes dataset, differences in object population density become apparent. However, a more profound analysis reveals striking similarities in the geometric position and spread of high-density areas for each object type across both datasets. Despite variations in density, CornerSet successfully mirrors realistic scenarios, attesting to CornerSim’s prowess in generating authentic and intricate scenes. Notably, areas with rare instances of specific objects, such as the region above the horizon line (for cars, pedestrians and bikes) or below it (for traffic lights and signs), align with real-world expectations, underscoring the spatial coherence captured by our virtualization framework. In Table 2, a comprehensive statistical analysis of both CornerSet, and the CityScapes datasets. CornerSet stands out with a wider range of sizes, while the total counts vary from class to another between the two datasets. Particularly noteworthy are specific objects like “Building” and

Table 2: Count and Size distribution of Objects in the Dataset compared to CityScape

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th></th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>82033</td>
<td>41.28</td>
<td>13.5K</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.6M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pole</td>
<td>41016</td>
<td>20.67</td>
<td>18K</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.4M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetation</td>
<td>29915</td>
<td>18.91</td>
<td>15K</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.8M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>14885</td>
<td>7.71</td>
<td>5K</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.2M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>13649</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>3.3K</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.5M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rider</td>
<td>6876</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>3.1K</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>164K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>5383</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>13K</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Light</td>
<td>5292</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian</td>
<td>5258</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3.3K</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>192K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle</td>
<td>4065</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>3.4K</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>163K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycle</td>
<td>2829</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>4K</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>208K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Sign</td>
<td>1673</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck</td>
<td>1199</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>27K</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.2M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>61K</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.6M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 3, we showcase the spatial distribution of specific objects within our synthetic dataset compared to CityScapes, leveraging heatmaps in which each pixel’s darkness directly correlates with the frequency of the corresponding label, offering a quantitative representation of object distribution. These heatmaps exemplify the diverse and nuanced geometrical distribution of various object classes, offering a visual representation of the rich complexity within CornerSet. When comparing these heatmaps with those derived from the CityScapes dataset, differences in object population density become apparent. However, a more profound analysis reveals striking similarities in the geometric position and spread of high-density areas for each object type across both datasets. Despite variations in density, CornerSet successfully mirrors realistic scenarios, attesting to CornerSim’s prowess in generating authentic and intricate scenes. Notably, areas with rare instances of specific objects, such as the region above the horizon line (for cars, pedestrians and bikes) or below it (for traffic lights and signs), align with real-world expectations, underscoring the spatial coherence captured by our virtualization framework. In Table 2, a comprehensive statistical analysis of both CornerSet, and the CityScapes datasets. CornerSet stands out with a wider range of sizes, while the total counts vary from class to another between the two datasets. Particularly noteworthy are specific objects like “Building” and

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12CmNRj_EP0XqqChPjIXEw-kOhsZlKUxM?usp=sharing
“Vegetation” which exhibit significantly greater counts and smaller average sizes in CornerSet. This disparity may arise from the manual labeling process in real-world images, potentially grouping multiple instances into a single polygon due to difficulty in differentiating borders. Conversely, labeling in CornerSim, relies on ground truth identifiers of simulation objects, accurately delineates distinct instances, even if they share class and appearance similarities. Despite these variations, the comparison underscores CornerSim’s versatility in generating diverse, densely populated synthetic scenes, confirming its abilities for simulating realistic scenarios across diverse applications.

5. Experiments on object detection algorithms in a generated object-level corner-case scenarios

To be able to thoroughly assess the usability and utility of CornerSim, we have chosen object-level corner-cases for experimentation. This scenario challenges autonomous driving perception systems that rely on Object Detection algorithms [21, 16]. The following experiments, using state-of-the-art object detection models on the dataset (CornerSet) generated by CornerSim, illustrate how our framework can be useful for developing and testing corner-case scenarios for AV systems.

5.1. Setup

We use one model from each type of object detection architecture. RetinaNet is a one-stage detector, while Faster R-CNN is a two-stage detector; both of them have state-of-the-art results. We use the PyTorch implementation of those two networks and the associated weights that are pre-trained on the COCO dataset [15]. This makes our experiments easily reproducible and ensures that the comparison between models is fair. All the documentation and the corresponding weights are available online. For testing and training, we use an NVIDIA RTX A2000 12GB, keeping the default parameters from PyTorch. The external dataset used for pre-training is COCO, a large and diverse object detection dataset frequently employed. The metrics for evaluation include mean average precision (mAP), precision and recall [19].

Table 3: Detection results on COCO val set 2017 and CornerSet with Faster-RCNN and RetinaNet trained on COCO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>COCO CODA CornerSet</th>
<th>COCO CODA CornerSet</th>
<th>COCO CODA CornerSet</th>
<th>COCO CODA CornerSet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluation on COCO classes</td>
<td>Evaluation on COCO classes</td>
<td>Evaluation on COCO classes</td>
<td>Evaluation on COCO classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mAP</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>mAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faster R-CNN</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RetinaNet</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faster R-CNN finetune on CornerSet</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RetinaNet finetune on CornerSet</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Results

We chose to illustrate our work on object-level, as it represents one of the few corner cases where the literature already has a specialized dataset with real-world images for comparison: CODA [13]. One significant challenge with this dataset is the lack of extensive annotations in the images, there are objects without labels, making it...
impossible to calculate all metrics accurately. In contrast, our simulation provides annotated objects in every image, allowing us to evaluate mAP and Precision, in addition to Recall. Our experiments results include a computation of these three metrics on the COCO classes and on the novel classes, that represent the corner-case objects we aim at detecting additionally to the classes known by the model. Experiment results are reported in Table 3. Similarly to the CODA benchmark [13], object detectors are not suited to detect novel classes, neither on CODA or CornerSet. The low values in precision and mAP for CODA can be attributed to the lack of ground truth annotation. In contrast, CornerSet enables the possibility of evaluating correct precision and mAP on both known and novel classes, thanks to fully annotated ground truth. One drawback of evaluation on synthetic data is that we can’t really ensure that the performance will be the same for real data. Having only a 15 percent drop in mAP on CornerSet for models trained on real data shows that simulated objects are still close enough to real data to be recognized by the model. Thus, data generated from CornerSim may not be as accurate as real data, but experiments confirm it could be a first way to correctly evaluate models on corner-cases without costly manual labeling of data.

In addition to demonstrating that CornerSet can be used for evaluation purposes, we present results of training by fine-tuning both models on our dataset. We use only labels from the same classes as those available in COCO dataset to simulate conditions where we have only common class labels, similar to the CODA benchmark [13]. An improvement of 10 percent in mAP for both models confirms the potential of using our dataset and CornerSim for training and fine-tuning.

6. Conclusion and future work

This paper presents CornerSim, a user-friendly framework tackling the lack of data on corner-case scenarios in autonomous driving. We outlined its architecture and core components, highlighting its potential as a valuable tool for researchers to explore diverse scenarios, aiding in the development of autonomous vehicles for navigating complex real-world situations.

Our experiments, comparing a small synthetic dataset generated by CornerSim to COCO and CODA, demonstrate its efficacy in evaluating AV systems, particularly in Object-level corner cases. While acknowledging that relying solely on simulated data is not sufficient, this work serves as an initial step and offers a viable alternative to the high cost of annotating real data for corner cases.

Although the experiments in this paper use a limited dataset and focus on a single example among various corner cases, preliminary results suggest that CornerSim enables the configurable generation of large amounts of annotated data. Future directions will involve creating diverse corner case scenarios with various configurations, paving the way for a more comprehensive evaluation of autonomous vehicle systems using simulated corner-case datasets.
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